
if u a real one





1. i used to be able to access my emotions 
so easily, process them so easily, be able to 
deal with them so easily
2. but now i sometimes just feel like i’m 
talking to you from the bottom of the hole
3. the hole emoji followed by two swords 
crossed followed by the dying rose emoji fol-
lowed by the fire emoji followed by the laugh 
crying emoji





4. my chart is intense and i try not to 
let it show
5. but 
6. it sometimes means it takes me a 
few days to bounce back
7. last night took an L but tonight





8. when it takes you 20 minutes to 
get out of the car
9. when you wake up at 5 am but 
don’t get out of bed till 11
10. squinting sideways out of the well 
11. the shrug guy emoji







12. deep, dark, depression spiral
13. a tattoo of a martini with the word 
“twist”
14. the driving forces of my life are my 
relationships
15. friend love = romantic love 
 romantic love = friend love
16. read receipts are the reason why i 
eat tums almost daily
17. deep, dark, anxiety spiral
18. knew that ass was real when i hit 
it (bounce back)







19. i still remember how it feels to be fucked 
by every single person i’ve been fucked by
20. i still remember how gratifying it was 
when someone made me come for the first 
time
21. that person was my abuser
22. but the sex was so good
23. i almost died
24. tfw you’re reaching, you’re reaching but 
you just can’t quite touch
25. tfw you know the only thing that will fix it 
is being kissed







deep 
seated
fear
the stomach
lurch
the heavy
heart
the thousand yard
stare
the 
feeling of 
absence
the knowing
the knowing
the missing
the missing




